
4 
The vacuum as a dielectric 
medium; renormalisation 

4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter we will consider some major problems in quantum field 
theory. They are related to the understanding of polarisation effects in 
the vacuum state. Although this state in the mean is empty it nevertheless 
embraces the continuous production and annihilation of virtual particle
antiparticle pairs due to quantum fluctuations. All the real charges and 
currents then behave as if they were moving in a dielectric medium. In 
connection with QED this effect is small (although readily observable). 
For QCD, on the other hand, it plays a major role. 

The first kind of problem is mathematical, related to ill-defined series 
expansions in perturbation theory and also to undefined integrals. The 
second is general in physics: it is necessary to isolate the effective depen
dence on the theoretical parameters in all the calculated expressions for 
the observables (note that this dependence is in general complicated when 
one deals with non-linear equations). This is the renormalisation procedure, 
which always must be performed in order to relate the parameters in a 
theoretical expression to the observables in an experiment. 

It is true that physicists are, compared to most other scientists, privileged 
because the components of many systems in physics can be isolated. In this 
situation the properties of each component can be determined. Afterwards 
the whole system can be brought back into interaction, with well-defined 
values of the parameters which govern the behaviour of each subsystem. 
For an interacting quantum field it is, however, not straight-forward 
to isolate the 'real' quanta from the surrounding fields and the quantum 
fluctuations. This was found for an electron in connection with the method 
of virtual quanta in Chapter 2: the electron energy can only be isolated 
from the surrounding field energy by means of an impact parameter 
cutoff. Similarly the properties of a field quantum in an interacting-
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field theory cannot be described in terms of the corresponding free-field 
behaviour without some limiting procedures and the introduction of cutoff 
parameters. 

It is a surprising and gratifying result that we are able to solve both 
the above-mentioned problems at the same time. It turns out that all the 
'bad' mathematical expressions occur, for a wide class of field theories, 
just where we would anyhow have had to redefine these expressions in 
order that the coupling constants and the masses should have the values 
observed for the free initial- and and final-state quanta. 

We will consider two different examples with some similarities. The first 
one corresponds to the scalar field theory we exhibited before in Chapter 
3, with two lP-operators coupled to a single </J-field. We will choose 
the quanta of the </J-field to be massless, Mq, = 0, in order to connect 
with the QED and QCD field theories. These will provide our second 
example, with massless vector particles, photons and gluons, coupled 
to spin 1/2 fermions corresponding to the scalar lP-fields in the first 
example. 

We will find that, apart from mass renormalisation, the scalar field theory 
is a finite field theory, called super-renormalisable. This feature is related 
to the dimensions of the coupling constant. For a super-renormalisable 
theory the coupling constant dimension is positive in terms of energy di
mensions. Then the theory contains at most a finite number of undefined 
diagrammatic contributions in perturbation theory and this can be under
stood in the following way. Undefined, divergent, integrals in perturbation 
theory stem from the fact that there are too many energy-momentum 
integration variables as compared with the energy denominators (from 
the propagators). Then the integrals are not sufficiently damped for large 
values of the energy-momentum variables (and are therefore called ultra
violet divergent). If we consider this phenomenon in space-time then the 
divergences in the energy-momentum integrals correspond to singular 
behaviour of the space-time integrals for small values of the relative coor
dinates of the field operators. The singularities stem from the distribution 
properties of the field operators, which we have already encountered in 
Chapter 3. In general one is not allowed to multiply field operators at the 
same space-time point (which we would like to do when we consider local 
interactions between fields). 

Let us consider a physical quantity J which by a suitable rescaling is 
dimensionless. When it is defined in perturbation theory at the nth order 
in the coupling constant g one obtains gnIn with In some integral. The 
integral In must then have the (energy) dimension dimIn = -n x dimg. 
Therefore in a super-renormalisable theory the (energy) dimension will 
become more and more negative with n. This means that the number 
of energy denominators must be increasing faster than the number of 
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integration variables, which means that we obtain integrals which are 
more and more damped for larger energies. 

QED and QeD have dimensionless coupling constants and in these 
cases the argument above does not work. They are nevertheless renormal
isable in the following sense. One finds that in each order of perturbation 
theory there will be logarithmically divergent integrals (which in prac
tice stem from non-allowed changes of integration order and undefined 
limits). It is then necessary to introduce in each order of perturbation 
theory a method to make the results finite. For renormalisable theories 
it turns out that all the undefined quantities can be incorporated as multi
plicative constants in the field operators and in the coupling constants after 
mass renormalisation has been performed. This means that the 'new' 
renormalised field theory contains just as many parameters as the origi
nal one. When these parameters have been fixed by the observed values 
then all the remaining observable quantities are finite and predicted by the 
theory. 

To be more precise we may imagine that we have a fixed external 
electric charge (size go) and that we make use of it in order to measure 
the properties of a quantum field coupled to the charge via QED. As 
a thought experiment we will consider the scattering of a field quantum 
with momentum transfer q2 from this external source. 

Now let us take into account the influence of the quantum fluctuations 
in the state, i.e. what we have earlier referred to as the dielectric properties 
of the surrounding vacuum state. All these properties can be calculated 
in perturbation theory but (unless one is particularly careful about the 
distribution properties of the fields) the expressions will correspond to ill
defined integrals and series. The calculations can nevertheless be performed 
with different degrees of sophistication. We will then obtain results which 
can be expressed in terms of the original (unrenormalised) parameters 
of the theory together with some suitable cutoff parameters to make the 
mathematical expressions well defined. 

In this way we will obtain an expression for the scattering amplitude 
(cf. Eq. (3.98)) which should be of the generic shape 

gOg~q2) x k.f. 
q 

(4.1) 

where kJ. corresponds to the necessary kinematical factors and g(q2) 
corresponds to the coupling constant at the 'test frequency', q2, at which 
we perform the calculation (the theoretically evaluated quantity g(q2) also 
depends upon the the cutoff parameters, of course). We may also calculate 
other quantities, such as the value for which there will be a pole in the 
field propagator. This obviously corresponds to the squared mass of the 
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corresponding quanta (as seen by a probe with the frequency q2) and from 
the size of the pole term we may calculate the number of quanta which 
are available at the scale q2 in the field (the 'field strength'). 

These calculations provide us with a value for the effective coupling 
constant, g(q2), as well as values for the mass(es) and the normalisa
tion(s) of the field(s) at the 'frequency' q2, and they are all expressed in 
terms of the unrenormalised parameters and the cutoff parameters. We 
may then choose these numbers to coincide with our expectations (giving 
coupling constant, mass and wave function renormalisation, respectively). 
But note that this free choice can in general only be made for a sin
gle value of the frequency! For other frequencies there will be changes 
but in a renormalisable theory all such changes are computable and finite 
although all quantities will seemingly depend upon the value of q2 for 
which the original definition is made. There is, however, no reason to 
prefer one value of q2 to another and we may then freely move be
tween different 'normalisation points'. But the values of our parameters 
at these different points are all related, i.e. for any given value q2 and 
our choices of the parameters at that value we may compute the re
sult for any other frequency value. And for any particular value qi we 
will obtain the same observable results, independent of the normalisation 
point! 

This is the content of the renormalisation group theory. After we have 
sketched the general behaviour of any renormalisable field theory we will 
derive the Callan-Symanzik equations, [108], which relate the behaviour of 
the matrix elements and the effective coupling constant g(q2) at different 
values of the momentum transfer by means of differential equations. We 
will use these equations again in Chapter 19 to derive the QCD predictions 
for the scale breaking in the parton structure functions, which governs the 
behaviour of the inelastic lepto-production cross sections. 

We start by introducing the Kallen-Lehmann representation as a con
venient tool to perform the renormalisation procedure. This will also 
provide an opportunity to show the occurrence of some of the phase 
space factors we will meet further on. We also show how to calculate the 
polarisation correlations which occur when one couples spin 1/2 (Dirac) 
particles to spin 1 particles (photons or gluons) as is done in QED and 
QCD. The particular polarisation properties of the QCD field theory 
are treated in some detail and we will then also consider the relation
ship between the weight function and the full polarisation function in a 
Kallen-Lehmann representation, i.e. we will introduce the notion of 'cut 
diagrams'. We will finally show how to calculate the color factors which 
occur in QCD. 
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4.2 The Kallen-Lehmann representation, the n-particle phase space 

We start out with the following general expression for a propagator 

AFA(X) = (01:Y {A(O)A(x)} 10) 
= 0(x) (01 A(x)A(O) 10) + 0(-x) (01 A(O)A(x) 10) (4.2) 

where A is a local (for simplicity also self-adjoint, i.e. real) operator of any 
kind expressed in terms of the in-fields (we omit all i-indices from now 
on). We may introduce a complete set of states En In) (nl = 1 in between 
the operators. Further we note that (due to translation invariance) 

(01 A(x) In) = exp(-iknx) (01 A(O) In) 

(nl A(x) 10) = exp(iknx) (nl A(O) 10) 
(4.3) 

with kn the total energy-momentum of the state n. We then rearrange the 
expression for AFA into 

n 

= J (::)3 [0(x)exp(-iqx) + 0(-x)exp(iqx)] dac5+(q2 - a)GA(a) 

GA(q2) = (2n)3 L c5(q - kn)IAonl2 
n (4.4) 

where we have used the shortened version AOn = (01 A(O) In). 
The fact that G A is a Lorentz invariant will be exhibited below. Then 

the resulting expression for AFA is 

J i J exp(iqx) 
AFA = daAF(x, a)GA(a) = (2 )4 dq 2 . daGA(a) (4.5) 

n q -a+lE 

which is the Kallen-Lehmann representation for the general propagator. 
The structure is a sum of ordinary Feynman propagators with contribu
tions from the squared masses of all the possible intermediate states which 
can be reached by A. 

We note that the weight function G A, if we use the distribution described 
by Eq. (3.87), is essentially the real part of (the Fourier transform, i.e. 
the energy-momentum space version, of) AFA. This general feature is in 
Chapter 2 referred to as the Kramers-Kronig relations: the imaginary 
part of the dielectricity is determined by the real part. From Eq. (4.5) we 
find the content of this statement, i.e. the total energy-momentum space 
propagator is determined by its real part. We will elaborate this result 
further on in this chapter. 

In order to investigate the weight function GA we start by considering 
the case A(x) = :lp2(x):. Then there is only a single intermediate state, a 
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two-particle lp-quantum state, and we obtain for this situation 

n 

(4.6) 

where in the last line we have gone over to the result for A, : n;;=1 lp j! :, 
in order to show the general structure of any GA-expression containing 
normal-ordered local-field operators. The main point is the occurrence of 
the manifestly Lorentz-invariant nf-particle phase space. 

For the scalar field theory case the probability of producing real states 
with the mass square a is given simply by this phase space factor. We will 
later find a difference when we have spin 1/2 particles coupled to a vector 
field; then there is also a spin-correlation term. 

We will now calculate the phase space integrals, In!, for the cases when 
nf = 2,3 because we will need them later. We start with h: 

2 J dkIdk2 + 2 + 2 h(q ,aI, a2) = (2n)3 6 (ki - ar}6 (k2 - a2)6(q - ki - k2) (4.7) 

Evidently q must be a time like vector with R 2: JZil + JCi2. In order 
to simplify our formulas, we will make use of the Lorentz invariance 
to choose the particular system where q is at rest (the cms of particles 
1 and 2). Then q = (W, 0). Performing the k2-integral by means of the 
energy-momentum-conserving 6-distribution we obtain in this frame 

(4.8) 

with the notation ki = (co = Jk2 + aI, k). We have chosen a spherical 
coordinate system with d3k = k2dkdQ. We may then transform to the 
integration variable co and obtain 

(4.9) 

where A is again the symmetrical function defined in Eq. (3.105). In 
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particular the expression can be written as 

2Pcms 
h = (4n)2W 

63 

(4.10) 

Thus the two-particle phase space integral vanishes linearly when the 
relative velocity vanishes and approaches the constant 1/( 4n)2 for large 
W2-values. We note that the phase space for two particles is dimensionless 
(with our conventions, i.e. when c = Ii = 1). 

If we look back we notice that for n = 2 there are n x 4 integration vari
ables with dimension mass. But there is a four-dimensional £5-distribution, 
with dimensions 4 x (-1), and n = 2 (mass-shell) £5-distributions with 
dimensions -2. This means that the n-particle phase space has the energy 
dimension dimln = 4n - 4 - 2n = 2n - 4. 

We note also that the number of degrees offreedom is 4n-4-n because 
the mass-shell £5-distributions fix only one of the four energy-momentum 
variables describing each particle. There is, however, also the question 
of orienting the event. It takes three Euler angles (cf. Goldstein) to fix 
the coordinate system. If there is no outside direction to relate to, these 
angles will always be integrated out. Thus for the internal dynamics of 
the n-particle state there are effectively 3n - 7 degrees of freedom. 

For the three-particle phase space we find an energy dimension 2 and 
also that there are two internal degrees of freedom. This is a sign that it is 
a density in two energy variables. We note that if we again go to the cms, 
i.e. choose the vector q = (W,O), then the energy £5-distribution requires 
the three cms energies to satisfy 

3 

L Wj = W (4.11) 
j=1 

We may then choose two of these to be independent variables, e.g. the 
pair WI, W2. We will only calculate in detail the result when all the three 
particles are massless; we then obtain 

d213 1 j 3 3 II3 2 ( ~) d d = (2 )6 d kId k2dk3 £5(kj )£5 q - 6 kj 
WI W2 n j=1 j=1 

2 

= (2~)6 j d3kId3k2)] £5 (kJ)£5 ((W - WI - W2)2 - (ki + k2)2) 

= (2:)SWIW2 jsin8d8£5 (W2-2W(WI+W2)+ 2wIw2{l-cos8)) 

(4.12) 

In the second line we have introduced k3 = (W -WI -W2, -(ki +k2)) and 
then performed the integrals over everything besides the relative angle 8 
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between the vectors kl and k2. The final step leads to the result 

d2lJ n2 

dWl dW2 = (2n )6 0( W - Wl - (2) 

x0 (2(Wl + (2) - W)(W - 2wt}(W - 2(2)) (4.13) 

One way to make the whole thing symmetric is to introduce the new 
dimensionless quantities Xj = 2wj/W for j = 1,2,3 and to rewrite the 
distribution as 

d3lJ = (:~4 <5 (t Xj - 2) P dXj0(xj)0(1 - Xj) 
J=l J=l 

(4.14) 

The expressions for the higher-order phase space factors become more 
and more complicated to handle. Van Hove [81] devised the idea of 'lon
gitudinal phase space', which means that one projects the total n-particle 
phase space onto a single direction. He was in that way rather successful 
in obtaining low-energy dynamical information from the experimental dis
tributions. But even in this simplified case one cannot make do with fewer 
than n coordinates for n particles so this method fails to give information 
as soon as we go away from the resonance region. 

4.3 A scalar-field-theory propagator in the Kallen-Lehmann 
representation 

In this section we will make use of the Kallen-Lehmann representation 
together with the structure of the perturbative expansion as given in 
Dyson's equation to study some very general properties of the propagator. 

We will as an example consider the time-ordered product 

(4.15) 

for the simple g: qnp2 :-theory. To second order in the coupling constant the 
(in-)vacuum expectation value of the operator Tprop contains two terms: 

(Oil TproplOi) = 8F(X2 - Xl, MrjJ) + 4g2 J dX3dx48F(X2 - X3, MrjJ) 

X 8~(X3 - x4,Mlp)8F(X4 - xl,MrjJ) (4.16) 

The result is presented in Feynman graph language in Fig. 4.1. 
It is not too difficult to continue towards higher-order approximations 

(although there are some problems with respect to counting the number 
of contributions to each particular diagram in accordance with combina
torics). In Fig. 4.2 we show the relevant contributions in the next order; it 
is then possible to deduce the general structure. 
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---0---
Fig. 4.1. The first two orders in the expansion of the 4>-propagator described by 
Feynman diagrams in the simple g4>: 1p2 :-theory. Solid (broken) lines correspond 
to 1p- (4)-)propagators. 

---0--- ---0---- --

---0--- --0--0-
Fig. 4.2. The next-order contributions to the propagatm in the g4>: 1p2 :-theory. 

There is a 'master' part, p, which is called the polarisation function. It 
is the sum of all the contributions from diagrams (with one 4>-line in and 
one out) with the following connection structure: 

• they are everywhere two-line (at least) connected, i.e. all parts are 
connected to the rest by at least two lines (this is called one-particle 
irreducible). It means that you cannot disconnect one part from the 
others by cutting a single line (whether it is broken, corresponding 
to a 4>-propagator, or solid, alp-propagator). 

The contributions in Fig. 4.2 are one-particle irreducible for the first 
three cases shown but the fourth contribution can be divided easily by 
cutting the line in between the 'blobs'. 

We will assume that it is possible to sum up the contributions to p. 
Unfortunately it can be proved that in a scalar field theory the contri
butions are, at the 2nth approximation level, positive and the number of 
contributions increases more than n! [82]. Therefore the power series in 
the coupling constant g2 cannot converge in the usual sense. 

This behaviour can be described in very sophisticated mathematical 
ways but the major physical reason is that the interaction term is not 
well-behaved, in this case the interaction term ex 4>: lp2: is not positive 
definite. Therefore it is possible to find state configurations with a positive 
energy in the original free-field case (we may e.g. chose large negative 4>
field contributions). For the total energy operator Ye such configurations 
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------- + --- --- + --

+ - - - + 

Fig. 4.3. The result of summing all one-line irreducible diagrams into the 
polarisation function p (denoted by a shaded oval) and then adding all these 
one-particle reducible contributions. 

will provide very large negative contributions. Then the Hilbert space of 
the free-field configurations becomes different from the Hilbert space of 
the interacting fields, i.e. for some states of the free Hilbert space the 
interaction term is not well defined. 

(You can find a similar behaviour if you introduce e.g. a seemingly 
small but singular perturbation ex Elxl-1- Ci into the one-dimensional 
Schrodinger equation with a binding potential at the origin; for any 
E, (j > 0 there is at least one state, the ground state tpo, which is not 
allowed in the Hilbert space of states of the total hamiltonian because the 
perturbation term is not defined on the state tpo.) 

In Fig. 4.2 we note in the fourth contribution the appearance of a 
repeated part from Fig. 4.1. After a little thought we may conclude that 
to all orders in the expansion the result can be described as a single (free) 
¢-propagator connecting p's in accordance with Fig. 4.3. This means that 
if we introduce the Fourier transform p of p by 

p(x) = (2:)4 J dqp(q)exp(iqx) ( 4.17) 

then we obtain the total result after Fourier transformation (using Li for 
the full Feynman ¢-propagator in energy-momentum space and LiOl(q) = 
q2 + iE for the corresponding free ¢-propagator): 

Li = Lio(q) - Lio(q)p(q)Lio(q) + Lio(q)p(q)Lio(q)p(q)Lio(q) + ... 
This can be expressed as an algebraic equation: 

Li = Lio(q) - Lio(q)p(q)Li(q) (4.18) 

with solution 

(4.19) 

We have then in effect summed a geometrical series without worrying 
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about convergence problems. This has at least a formal meaning in con
nection with a perturbative expansion. Equation (4.18) was first derived 
by Dyson and corresponds to his propagator equation. We conclude that 
in order to learn about the general propagator it is enough to know the 
polarisation function 15 in energy-momentum space. 

Actually we have in the simple cfJ: tp2 :-theory already calculated the 
lowest-order contribution to p, i.e. the contribution p(1) corresponding to 
the second term in Fig. 4.1. We note that this has exactly the structure of 
the vacuum expectation value of a time-ordered product (cf. Eq. (4.16)): 

4d}(X4 - x3,M1p2) = (0 Ig- {:tp2(x3)::tp2(x4):}1 0) (4.20) 

We may then use the Kallen-Lehmann representation for such an expres
sion and pick up the result directly from Eqs. (4.5), (4.6), (4.9): 

15(1)(q2) = 4g2 1 ) 1 _ 4M2 [ da ] 
(411:)2 4M2 a a - q2 - if' 

(4.21) 

with M == M1p. The weight function in the integral is just the size of the 
intermediate two-particle phase space. The integral does not vanish for 
q2 = 0; as a matter of fact it does not even converge! This is due to a 
too-cavalier treatment of limits in the calculations. But even if the integral 
were finite we would have to (re)define it so that 15 vanishes for q2 = O. 
This is called mass renormalisation and corresponds to the requirement that 
our physical cfJ-field also should have massless quanta. 

It can be done easily in this case: 

15(1)(q2) ~ 15(1)(q2) - 15(1\0) 

= ~ 1 ) 1 - 4M2 [ da _ da] 
(411:)2 4M2 a a- q2-if' a 

_ 2 4g2 1 j2?4M2 [ da ] _ 2 (1)( 2) -q-- --- =ql q 
(411:)2 4M2 a a(a - q2 - if') ¢ 

(4.22) 

Then we obtain for the total propagator the expression 

dF(X) = _i - J dq exp(iqx) [ 1 1 
(211:)4 q2 + if' 1 + 1¢(q2) 

(4.23) 

where the correction term [1 + 1¢(q2)]-1 ::c::: 1 - 1¢(q2) is to lowest order 
equal to a convergent integral: 

1- P)(q2) = 1- 4g2 1 )1- 4M2 [ da ] (4.24) 
¢ (411:)2 4M2 a a(a - q2 - if') 

A very similar calculation can be done for the fulltp-propagator and in this 
case we obtain as the lowest-order correction term the Kallen-Lehmann 
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contribution, corresponding to Eq. (4.20): 

(01:Y {:4>tp(3):: 4>tp(4):} 10) = LlF (X4 - X3, M;)Llo(X4 - X3) (4.25) 

which again leads to the necessity of defining the mass pole for the tp
propagator. We end up with an expression for the propagator similar 
to the one we obtained for the 4>-propagator in Eq. (4.23) and with a 
denominator in the integral containing an (inverse) correction term 1 + lip. 

The quantities in Eqs. (4.25) and (4.20) are usually referred to as 'self
energy contributions', indicating that the tp( 4> )-particle may fluctuate into 
a 4>tp(tptp)-state and back again, i.e. interact with 'its own field'. Just as 
for the electron in the method of virtual quanta, cf. Chapter 2, it is 
then necessary to distinguish between the tp( 4> )-quantum itself and the 
surrounding quantum field, i.e. it is necessary to define the mass of the 
quantum. 

It turns out that in this field theory there are now no other undefined 
Feynman diagram integrals. After mass renormalisation it contains in each 
order of perturbation theory only well-defined expressions. As mentioned 
above, the number of contributions increases very fast with perturbation 
order and therefore the theory as a whole is not definable by means of 
our present formulation of perturbation theory. 

There is, however, one particular feature which is valid both for 11 and 
lip: they are both positive-definite functions for spacelike values of q < O. 
This can be traced back to the properties of the weight functions. It has the 
evident consequence that there is a dielectricity function, E :::::: 1 - 1~\q2) 
to the lowest order, which must be always smaller than 1 (to all orders if it 
can be defined at all). 

This is the most general feature we can prove for any renormalis
able or super-renormalisable field theory in which the Kallen-Lehmann 
representation is valid in the form Eq. (4.5). The main point is that the 
weight function G in the integral is positive-definite because we are in reality 
calculating the phase space size of the real intermediate states. 

Actually the weight function generally has the meaning of a production 
rate, i.e. the probability of emitting a tp-quantum pair from an external 
(unit) 4>-source, 4>e, carrying energy-momentum P with p2 ~ 4M~. To see 
this we note that the matrix element At and the transition rate w will be 

At = P, J dx4>e(x) exp [i(k2 + k3)x] 
2V E2E3 

2 

W = ({n)3 1¢e(P) 12dP h(P2, M;, M;) 

(4.26) 

where ¢e is the Fourier transform of the external source 4>e(x) and h is 
the two-particle phase space in Eq. (4.8). With normalisation such that 
J l¢e(P)1 2b+(p2-a)dP j(2n)4 = 1 we obtain directly from the distribution-
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valued limit in Eqs. (3.85), (3.87) that OJ agrees with the (negative) real 
part of the first-order polarisation contribution in Eq. (4.21). 

This is just the Kramers-Kronig result for this case: the absorption 
cross section for the ¢-field, i.e. the rate of producing lp-pairs, determines 
the real part of the dielectricity function while the imaginary part stems 
from an integral over that quantity, cf. Eq. (4.21). 

4.4 The photon propagator in QED and the gluon propagator in QeD 

1 Introduction 

Before we consider the renormalisation process further we will discuss the 
results for the propagators in QED and QCD corresponding to those in 
the previous section. We will start with the properties of the polarisation 
function and methods for calculating the spin-averaged current matrix 
elements in QED and QCD. 

We will use the results from this calculation repeatedly in the book. It 
is possible to understand the simple structure without ever entering into 
the complexities of the Dirac spinors if we use 

1 helicity conservation, 

2 Lorentz covariance, 

3 common sense and simple algebra. 

Of these only the first item has not been used before. It is a general 
property, valid for all massless particles with spin, that the spin must 
always be directed either along the direction of motion of the particle 
(positive helicity) or in the opposite direction (negative helicity). This feature 
was noticed by Wigner, [112], in his fundamental classification of the 
Lorentz group. Actually we already know from Chapter 2 that a real 
(massless) photon, which is a quantum of an electromagnetic radiation 
field (,g, {!jJ) with its motion along the Poynting vector P = ,g x {!jJ, has 
its polarisation plane in a direction transverse to P (conventionally along 
,g). Its spin component is then either + 1 or -1 along the Poynting vector 
direction (remember how the spherical harmonics yt look for m = 0, ±1). 

The same goes for a massless spin 1/2 particle and it is also a good 
approximation when the particle's rest mass can be neglected compared 
to its energy (m ~ e). For a particle with energy of order its restmass 
it is always possible to go to its restframe and prepare the spin in any 
suitable direction and then (although some care is needed in the Lorentz 
transformations of spins, cf. Chapter 14), it will have a definite direction 
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in any other Lorentz frame. In particular a massive spin 1 particle will 
have three possible values of its spin, ±1,0, along any direction. 

There is a precise statement that the electromagnetic current matrix 
element between an incoming electron and an outgoing electron vanishes 
(if we neglect the electron's mass) unless they have the same helicity. 
This is evidently also true for the massless q- and q-particles in QCD. 
The implication is that QED and QeD interactions conserve the helicity of 
massless charged particles or in other words the current only couples to 
the transverse degrees of freedom of the vector potential. 

2 The vector nature of the field theories QED and QeD 

The two major differences between QED (QCD) and the simple scalar 
version we discussed in section 4.3 are that QED and QeD are vector 
theories, which means that all the operators carry Lorentz vector or tensor 
indices and that they have different dimensional properties. 

The fact that the currents are conserved also means restrictions on the 
different operator matrix elements. In particular the polarisation distribu
tion will in this connection be a tensor, pJlV == pJlV(x), where 

(4.27) 

which in space-time and energy-momentum space must fulfil 

o JlpJlV = Ov pJlV = 0 => qJlpJlV = qv pJlV = 0 (4.28) 

because it is constructed from conserved currents. 
There is only one Lorentz-covariant tensor fulfilling Eq. (4.28) that can 

be built from a single vector q; its Fourier transform has the shape 

- ( 2 )-( 2) -( 2) -'( 2) PJlV = q gJlV - qJlqv P q , P q = rxp q (4.29) 

In this way we have defined the polarisation function p and in the second 
equation indicated that it is proportional to the fine structure constant, 
i.e. the squared electric coupling constant rx = e2/4n. As well as having 
tensor indices PJlV must be expressible in a Kallen-Lehmann representation 
because it fulfils all the requirements needed to derive Eq. (4.4) (note in 
particular that the current is a real operator). Therefore it should be 
possible to write for the polarisation function 

p(q2) = J da(J(a). 
a - q2 -lE 

(4.30) 

where the polarisation weight function (J(a) stems from the sum over 
intermediate states with squared mass a. (We note that it is in this case 
also necessary to be able to sum over the spin of the quanta in these states 
and we will devise methods for that in the next subsection.) 
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Further the free photon propagator is 

(01 ff {Ap(O)Av(x)} 10)0 = (2~)4 J dq exp(iqx)Do(q2)(gpv + g.t.) (4.31) 

- 2 1 
Do(q ) = 2 + . 

q l€ 

The notation g.t. stands for gauge terms and we have used the conventional 
notation Do for the photon propagator in QED. We have already, in 
Chapter 2, pointed out that owing to gauge invariance it is possible to 
make the change Ap ~ Ap + apA without changing the physical results in 
any calculation. This is due to the fact that the interaction term can be 
expressed as follows: 

On the right-hand side we have performed a partial integration and 
we find that the added gauge term vanishes owing to current conserva
tion. Evidently gauge invariance and current conservation are intimately 
connected! Depending upon the gauge choice there are different tensor
indexed contributions to the gauge term g.t. in Eq. (4.31) but when the 
field and its propagator are coupled to a conserved current we can ignore 
these terms. 

The second difference between the simple scalar version and the full 
QED is the dimensions of the currents. For a scalar field we have already 
noted that the field operator formally has (positive) energy dimension 1. 
Therefore the term : 1.p2:, which in the last subsection corresponds to the 
current, has energy dimension 2. In order to obtain the right dimensions 
for the interaction term it is necessary that the coupling constant, g, 
multiplying <p: 1.p2: in the interaction term, also has energy dimension 1. 
The theory is then super-renormalisable, according to the introduction to 
this chapter. 

For QED and QCD (fermion) currents, which are constructed from 
Dirac operators, we have instead an energy dimension 3. This means that 
the coupling constant in Eq. (4.32) is dimensionless and also that the 
polarisation tensor has energy dimension 2 in this case. It corresponds to 
the matrix element in Eq. (4.27). Comparing to Eq. (4.17) we note that the 
(positive) energy dimension 6 of the coordinate space ppv is after Fourier 
transform changed to 2, for 15pv. 

This means that the quantity 15 in Eq. (4.29) is dimensionless and it 
is also obviously a Lorentz invariant and has a Kallen-Lehmann rep
resentation. We will now provide a more detailed expression for this 
quantity. 
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3 The current matrix elements 

In order to obtain the correspondence to Eq. (4.21) for the quantity p in 
Eq. (4.29) we need a method to sum over the spins in the intermediate 
states. We start with the contribution to the polarisation tensor from the 
lowest-mass state. We need the matrix element between the vacuum state 
and any state containing an electron-positron pair, (kl,k2UIl I0). Then we 
may define the sum over the spin states of the tensor y (we will only write 
out tensor indices when it is necessary to avoid confusion): 

YVIl = L (01 jv Ikl,k2) (kl,k21 jllIO) (4.33) 
spin 

It is useful to introduce the reduced matrix element, denoted by {}: 

1 
(k1,k21 jllIO) == 2V ~{kl,k2UIlI0} (4.34) 

i.e. we take out the 'ordinary' volume and energy factors from the matrix 
element. This means that the energy dimension of the reduced matrix 
element is 1. We obtain the corresponding tensor yr (which is Lorentz
invariant due to our conventions in the definition of the weight function 
in Eq. (4.4) and has energy dimension 2) in terms of these reduced matrix 
elements: 

(4.35) 

We note that, in order to keep the current conservation condition, y and 
therefore also yr must fulfil 

qllY~1l = qVY~1l = 0 (4.36) 

with q = kl + k2. Further, due to the fact that electromagnetic interactions 
are parity conserving it must be constructed directly from the vectors kl, k2 
or from the gllv, This means that yr must be constructed from the two 
tensors Tj , j = 1,2 because these are the only independent combinations 
that fulfil Eq. (4.36): 

(4.37) 

In order to have the right energy dimension, yr must then be a linear 
combination of the T's with coefficients which are dimensionless: 

(4.38) 

If the coefficients u, ware to be Lorentz-invariant they can only depend 
upon the available Lorentz invariants kr,k~,klk2 and if they are to be 
dimensionless then the dependence must be upon the ratios of these three 
quantities. For massless particles they must then be plain numbers and, 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 4.4. The Breit frame and the ems description of an electron coming in 
and bouncing back due to a momentum transfer q and an electron-positron pair 
going apart, respectively. 

unless the theory is very singular when the mass approaches 0 (which it 
is not in this connection), then u, w must be plain numbers in the general 
case, too. 

Before we continue we also consider the matrix element (k11 jjl Ik2), i.e. 
the current matrix element between the electron energy-momentum states 
kl and k2• This will be of interest in connection with lepton scattering, 
cf. Chapter 5. In that case, in order to calculate the cross section we will 
need the spin-summed matrix element combination 

YVjl = L (k2ljv Ik1) (k1Ijjllk2) (4.39) 
spin 

We may again introduce the corresponding reduced matrix element, de
fined in an obvious way, and the corresponding Lorentz-covariant tensor 
yr. Current conservation again must hold but this time we must change the 
definition of q to q = kl - k2. 

The fact that with the reduced matrix elements and tensors we obtain 
the same result for i and yr with the exchange k2 ~ -k2 is obvious 
for the scalar field theory we discussed in the earlier section. It is called 
crossing symmetry. It takes a little effort to prove that it also works for the 
vector theories QED and QCD but it is nevertheless true and it is one of 
the few very general properties which is valid in any field theory. 

To see that u and w must be equal we take recourse to helicity conser
vation for a vanishing lepton mass. This means that the current matrix 
elements only couple to the transverse degrees of freedom of the elec
tromagnetic (four)-potential A. The transverse directions are well defined 
when the electron and positron go out in opposite directions e.g. along 
the 3-axis, as they do in the ems, for the tensor i. For the tensor yr the 
same is true in the so-called Breit frame (see Fig. 4.4). This is sometimes 
called the 'brick-wall frame' for easily understood reasons, i.e. the electron 
comes in and after the interaction bounces out again with the same energy 
backwards along the 3-axis. 
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Thus helicity conservation means that if kJ = 0 then the 00- and 33-
components of the tensors yr (in the cms) and }ir (in the Breit frame) 
should vanish. We leave it to the reader to convince him-jherse1f that this 
happens if and only if w = u. 

The fact that the sum T1 + T2 == Ty only has tensor components in the 
directions transverse to the momentum transfer (lepton scattering in the 
Breit frame) or the production axis (e+e- annihilation in the cms) means 
that all its time components vanish and its space part is proportional to 
the tensor t( y) (using k as a vector along one of these directions): 

k·kl 
t(Y)jl = bjl - {2 (4.40) 

This space tensor occurs when we use transverse wave solutions to describe 
a photon (gluon in QeD) with energy-momentum k = (ko, k), i.e. A = 
Eexp(ikx), and would like to sum over the polarisation directions of the 
square of the wave function: 

L EkEI == t(Y)kl 
pol arisation 

(4.41) 

(note that 'transverse' means that k . e = 0 and the normalisation comes 
from the fact that there are two transverse directions). The tensor Ty is a 
continuation of t( y) to values of k outside the mass-shell k2 = 0 for a real 
photon (gluon). The result is a consequence of the relationship between 
current conservation and gauge invariance, cf. Eq. (4.32). 

We may now calculate the polarisation weight function (J, occurring in 
Eq. (4.30), to lowest order: 

(q2g/lV - q/lqv)(J(1)(q2) = (2n)3 Lb(k1 +k2 - q)yw 

2 

= (2:)3 J dk1dk2b(kr - M2)b(ki - M2) 

xb(k1 + k2 - q)y~v (4.42) 

The simplest way to obtain an expression for (J(1)(q2) is to take the trace of 
the tensors on both sides of the equation. We note that tr (q2g~ - q/lqV) = 
3q2 and that tr yr = u(2q2 + 4M2) (prove that with u = w!) and therefore 
we obtain immediately 

(1)( 2) = 2e2u (1 2M2) 
(J q 3(2n)3 + q2 

x J dk1dk2b(kr - M2)b(ki - M2)b(k1 + k2 - q) (4.43) 

We recognize in the integrand the expression for the polarisation function 
of the simpler case in Eq. (4.21) (the two-particle phase space). It is multi-
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plied by a factor 1 + 2M2 / q2 from the tensor structure (the spin-correlation 
factor) and a different factor 2e2u/[3(2n)3] in front. 

The (squared) scalar coupling constant (which due to combinatorics is 
multiplied by the factor 2 in Eq. (4.21)) is exchanged for 2ue2/3. The factor 
2/3 stem from the fact that massless fermions only couple to two (the 
transverse ones) of the three vector degrees of freedom (cf. the discussion 
of the tensor t(y) in Eq. (4.40)). Therefore the unknown quantity u should 
equal unity, which is confirmed in more elaborate calculations with the 
full Dirac formalism. 

It is worthwhile to note that the spin-correlation factor, within the large 
parentheses, contains a term proportional to M2 / q2 which corresponds 
to a correction for massive particles. Such terms occur frequently but 
evidently vanish in the limit of large squared momentum transfer (or cms 
energy) q2. They are known as 'higher-twist corrections'. 

In this way we obtain the result for the first-order perturbative correc
tion to p: 

P-(1) = ~ 1 )1- 4M2 (1 + 2M2) da 
QED 3n 4M2 a a a _ q2 _ ie (4.44) 

Before we end this subsection we note that the tensor T2 defined above 
can be written solely in terms of the initial electron energy-momentum k 
(= kd and the momentum transfer q = k2 - kl. Thus 

kl + k2 = 2k + q = 2(k - (kq/q2)q) == 2k (4.45) 

which is true for elastic scattering because of the identity 

ki = (q + k)2 = k2 + 2qk + q2 ~ q2 = -2kq (4.46) 

when the lepton is on the mass shell before and after the interaction. 
Note, however, that the vector k fulfils kq = 0 independently of the mass
shell condition. We will meet this vector later in connection with inelastic 
scattering situations. 

4 Dyson's equation for QED 

Dyson's equation, Eq. (4.18), is for the full photon propagator j) 

- _- - 2 - 2- -;. Dp,v = Dgp,v + g.t. = Do(q )gp,v - Do(q )pp,;.Dv + g.t. (4.47) 

From this expression we obtain, using the results of the earlier subsections, 
the solution 

(4.48) 
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The gauge terms, which do not contribute if the propagator is coupled to 
a conserved current, may be neglected. We have explicitly exhibited the 
dependence on the (unrenormalised) coupling (Xu according to Eq. (4.44). 

There are two features of this result worth pondering: 

• Owing to the tensor character and the (energy) dimensions of the 
polarisation tensor we have in Eq. (4.48) obtained the mass-renorma
lised photon propagator without the subtraction necessary in Eq. 
(4.23). The photon must always be massless and this can be traced 
back to gauge invariance and current conservation . 

• The function p' is defined by a non-convergent integral. This is 
noticeable for the lowest-order term in Eq. (4.44). A few further 
terms are known in the perturbation-theoretical expansion of p'. 
They exhibit the same sign and scaling behaviour as the one written 
out in Eq. (4.44). The sign of the correction term can again be traced 
back to the positive-definiteness of the corresponding weight function 
G in Eq. (4.5), i.e. to the fact that we obtain positive contributions 
from the real intermediate states in the weight function. 

Before we perform the necessary renormalisations for QED we will con
sider the differences for the equations derived above in QeD. In this case 
the current coupling to the gluon propagator contains contributions both 
from the quark-antiquark currents and from the field self-interaction, the 
three-gluon vertex coupling (there is also a 'loca1' four-gluon vertex neces
sary to keep to the symmetries of the theory but it does not change the 
conclusions). This field self-interaction is different because it corresponds 
to a coupling between three vector particles. We will find that this contri
bution means a large difference between the polarisation function in QeD 
and that in QED, where there is no such interaction possible between the 
chargeless photons (although they also are vector particles). 

The fermion contribution is the same as we have met before. Thus the qq 
intermediate state will give a contribution per flavor (evidently each flavor 
provides an independent contribution) equal to the result in Eq. (4.44) 
with the exchange (XQED ~ (Xs/2. The factor 2 is due to an unfortunate 
convention in the normalisation of the QeD coupling constant and we 
will meet it further on also. 

For the gluonic contributions to the weight function we find the surprising 
result that the total contribution is no longer positive, [68]. This is very 
disturbing because we have repeatedly pointed out that the definite sign 
in the Kallim-Lehmann description of the polarisation function stems from 
the fact that we sum over positive contributions from the intermediate 
physical states. Depending upon the gauge choice there are different ways 
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to obtain the result but the gauge-independent result is a function with 
the same properties as in Eq. (4.44) although with the opposite sign. 

4.5 Two reasons why in QeD the polarisation tensor behaves 
differently; the introduction of cut diagrams 

In this subsection we will provide two ways of getting an intuitive under
standing for the negative contributions to the polarisation weight function 
for the gluons (in subsection 2 of the next section we will present a 
third way to see the difference between QED and QCD bremsstrahlung 
emission). At the same time it will provide us with the possibility of in
troducing higher-order corrections, such as the vertex corrections (usually 
termed 'virtual corrections'), in a natural way. In order to clarify the 
relationship between a Feynman diagram and the weight function of its 
Kallen-Lehmann representation we will define the notion of cut diagrams. 

The first argument for the behaviour of (JQCD in Eq. (4.29) is that the 
negative contributions stem from a lack of phase space for the real emitted 
gluons in the intermediate states. The second reason we provide is that 
there is a difference between the states containing transversely polarised 
gluons and those containing Coulomb interaction gluons. 

According to the first argument, when we calculate to a certain order 
of perturbation theory and two gluons are emitted too close in phase 
space (i.e. too close in angle or rapidity) then they will be reabsorbed 
into a single gluon again, at the next order. This is at the specified order 
noticeable as an available phase space for real gluon emission and as 
a larger phase space for the absorption, i.e. for the virtual corrections 
to this emission process. This will result in a negative contribution to the 
polarisation weight function (J in Eq. (4.30). (The implication is that the 
theory should be formulated in terms of 'effective gluons', which are not 
reabsorbed; we will do that in sections 18.5 and 18.6, where we introduce 
an approximation method called discrete QCD.) 

For the second argument we note that the Coulomb gluons are not 
real degrees of freedom to be quantised in the QCD field (there is always 
a Coulomb field around any gauge theory charge). If, nevertheless, the 
interactions with the Coulomb fields are incorporated into the Feynman 
diagrammatical description then the occurrence of Coulomb gluons in a 
state provides negative contributions to the state sum (they have a negative 
metric in the Hilbert space of the states, cf. the Gupta-Bleuler formalism 
in e.g. [30]). Therefore the weight function (J in the Kallen-Lehmann 
representation does not need to provide positive contributions from the 
states containing Coulomb gluons (needless to say the two descriptions of 
the phenomena are equivalent !). 
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) 
->12 

J ~ -< / 
o ' .. 1 

(a) (b) 

(ab) (ba) (bb) (aa) 

Fig. 4.5. The diagrammatic description of the matrix elements between the 
current and the two gluons: the contributions of k, k = a, b, and the three contri
butions to the polarisation function obtained by squaring the matrix element of 
(note that there is a second symmetric vertex contribution in Cab). 

In order to relate to the QED calculations above we consider a current 
emitting two gluons gl, g2. (Gluon bremsstrahlung emission is treated 
in great detail in Chapters 16, 17 and 18.) We consider the process in 
a transverse gauge, i.e. with the gj, j = 1,2 polarised e.g. transverse to 
the current direction. This process can occur according to perturbative 
QCD diagrams in two different ways. Either there is a 'first' emission of 
a gluon: J ~ Jgo, with J the current. Afterwards the gluon decays via 
the three-gluon vertex as go ~ glg2, see Fig. 4.5(a). This is similar to 
the decay into a (fermionic) e+ e--pair of a massive (i.e. off-shell) photon 
stemming from the emission of a QED current. But this time we are 
dealing with two vector particles in the final state and this makes a major 
difference. 

There is, to the same order in perturbation theory, a second way to emit 
the gluons, i.e. sequentially as J ~ Jgl ~ Jgl EEl g2, see Fig. 4.5(b). The 
total matrix element for the bremsstrahlung emission is therefore a sum 
of two contributions, / == /a + /b (in easily understood notation). As 
the contribution to the polarisation weight function contains the absolute 
square 1/12 there will be in principle three contributions, two from real 
gluon emission, Caa = 1/ a1 2, Cbb = 1/ b1 2, and a correction from the inter
ference term Cab = 2 Re(/~/ b). A closer examination tells us, however, 
that (see Figs. 4.5(aa), (bb), (ab) and (ba)) only Caa and Cab correspond to 
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corrections to the polarisation function of second order in the coupling 
constant. 

To clarify this statement we note the simple relationship between the 
weight function and the polarisation function in the Kallen-Lehmann 
representation. The weight function will contain the square of the matrix 
elements (obtained in a certain perturbative order) between the initial state 
and a state containing some particular on-the-mass-shell configuration, 
e.g. the particles PI, ... , Pn. For the case discussed above the initial state 
is a current in the vacuum and the intermediate state contains also a 
two-particle state, which may be emitted from the current. 

If the matrix element contains several terms, each leading to this state, 
then we must consider the overlap of all the terms. To obtain the sum over 
the intermediate state it is necessary to consider the product of one term, 
say / a, and the complex conjugate of another term, say /~, etc. All these 
overlap integral terms can be considered as diagrammatic contributions 
as exhibited in Fig. 4.5. But we note that Cbb in this way corresponds to 
two-gluon exchange for the current, i.e. it is not part of the corrections to 
single-gluon emission. 

The difference between the weight function and the polarisation func
tion is that the weight function is obtained by putting the intermediate 
state on the mass shell, i.e. each line corresponds to b+(p2 - m2 ), while 
the polarisation function corresponds to using the corresponding Feyn
man propagator (p2 - m2 - iE' )-1. Actually we are again invoking the 
distribution-valued relationship obtained in Eqs. (3.85), (3.87). The op
eration of introducing b-distribution(s) instead of propagator(s) is called 
cutting the diagrams and we will meet this notion later on in the book. 

We will now consider the contributions in more detail, using the trans
verse gauge. We assume that the two gluons gl and g2 are emitted with 
compensating transverse momenta ±k~ with respect to the polarisation 
direction. Further we assume that their combined squared mass a (cor
responding to the 'virtuality' of go and to the a-variable in Eq. (4.44)) is 
very large, a ~ ki. Then the available rapidity region for the emission in 
the contribution Caa is ~y = log(a/ki) - 11/6. The result (including the 
peculiar number 11/6) is further clarified in section 18.5. 

There are two comments on the result. The first is that this is evidently 
a large rapidity region, growing logarithmically with a/ki, and secondly 
it is a result typical of vector emission. If we consider the emission of 
massless fermions, i.e. the contribution go ---* qq, then there is no such 
logarithmic contribution to the available rapidity region. 

The difference is that if we emit two spin 1/2 particles from a vector then 
helicity conservation (cf. section 4.4 above) implies that they would like to 
be close together in phase space (to make 1/2+1/2 = 1 with respect to the 
helicity states). Then the contribution to the weight function is constant 
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for large values of a, as seen in Eq. (4.44) (the result r:t./3n means that the 
effective rapidity difference will be 2/3 as we will see in detail in section 
18.5). But for the vector emissions the final-state vector gluons must go in 
different directions to conserve the helicity. Therefore vectors will tend to 
spread apart in rapidity space. A more precise mathematical statement is 
that the (relative) rapidity (y) dependence for a given k.L is proportional 
to dy for the vector (gg) emissions and to dyexp(-y) for the qq emission. 

The vector emission contribution will therefore provide a factor pro
portional to the available rapidity region, i.e. it grows logarithmically with 
the integration variable a in the Kallen-Lehmann representation. It is 
not difficult to see that for states containing more gluons there will be 
logarithmic factors with a power growing with the number of gluons in 
the intermediate state. 

It is nevertheless a fact that QCD is renormalisable (although t'Hooft, 
who was first to provide the proof, had to work very hard !). The reason is 
that the logarithmic rapidity-difference term from C aa is cancelled by the 
Cab corrections, the 'vertex corrections'. If WI; calculate the interference 
term Cab in the transverse gauge we find that, just as for the gluon 
emission in Caa , it depends upon the rapidity difference by = log(a/ki). It 
will provide a contribution by with the opposite sign to the contribution L1 y 
of the emission term Caa . Therefore to this order in the coupling constant 
(and it can be shown to all orders, too, which actually is necessary for 
the renormalisability property) there is no by-dependence in the weight 
function of the polarisation tensor in QCD. 

There is, however, the term -11/6 left over from combining the vector 
emission and vertex correction terms and this really has the meaning, 
according to section 18.5, that there is a depletion of gluon emission 
close to an already emitted gluon. Therefore the gluon contribution to 
the polarisation weight function in QCD will for large a-values go to a 
constant, just as do the fermionic contributions (Ncr:t./2n)(-1l/6), with 
Nc = 3 the number of colors, cf. section 18.6, subsection 1. 

Another way to understand this result is to note that every charged 
particle is surrounded by a Coulomb field and this also goes for the 
gluonic (octet) charges. As soon as we produce a 'physical transverse' 
gluon then it is necessary to handle the interaction between this gluon 
and its Coulomb field. Therefore gluons in QCD do not behave like the 
photons described by the method of virtual quanta (MVQ) (cf. section 
2.5). The gluons are not independent of the fields, i.e. they will reinteract 
on the way out. Actually such Coulomb vector particle interactions do 
not provide positive-definite contributions to the Kallen-Lehmann weight 
function because the wave functions are not positive-definite in the state 
space. We may intuitively say that in order to be able to have room for 
the vector Coulomb fields the two vectors must have an effective rapidity 
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(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 4.6. (a) The diagrammatic description of a self-energy contribution, i.e. in 
QeD the (color-3) q-fie1d propagator (full line) turns into a qg-state firstly emitting 
and afterwards absorbing the color-8 g-quantum (broken line); (b) the color flow 
in diagram (a); (c) the corresponding color flow in a g ~ gg intermediate state. 

difference -11/6. In the last subsection of this chapter we provide one 
further intuitive picture of the result, this time related to one of its major 
implications, asymptotic freedom. 

1 The color factors of QCD 

In the last subsection we considered the emission of gluon states from a 
QeD current but we did not specify the current in any detail. Suppose, 
however, that the current is a quark current so that we consider the 
emission of color-8 gluons from a color-3 current. Then there is a subtle 
but necessary color factor correction in the sum over colors in the squared 
matrix element. To see this we consider Fig. 4.6(a), which is a self
energy correction corresponding to Eq. (4.25), i.e. a quark q (propagator) 
fluctuates into a qg-state and back again. 

We may compare that to the situation when a gluon decays into two 
gluons and afterwards rearranges into a single gluon as in Fig. 4.5(aa). In 
both cases we find that there is principally a new color produced, i.e. we 
may draw the color lines as in Figs. 4.6(b) and (c) with a closed color ring 
in the middle. 

For the q-state we note that we start out and end in a coherent color-3 
state, containing r, 9 and b. For the sake of argument we may project 
e.g. onto the initial state color r. In the intermediate state this color-3 can 
then turn into a 9 or b by the emission of a r~ or a rE, which are both 
true color-8 states, i.e. they correspond to the gluon in the intermediate 
state. 

But if the gluon emission corresponds to rr then there is a color
coherence suppression factor because only two out of the three possible 
states are really color octets. The third color combination is a color 
singlet, i.e. not a gluon. Therefore only 2 + 2/3 of the possible 3 choices 
are really gluons. We obtain a factor 3 - 1/3 ~ Nc - 1/ Nc multiplying 
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the kinematical matrix element instead of the expected factor Nc from the 
closed color ring, with Nc the number of colors. 

For the gluon propagator we are, however, reassured that due to the 
coupling we always obtain a true gluon and therefore the relative color 
weight between the two states is 1-1/N~ = 8/9. This is also the relative 
coupling between the emission of gluons from q- or q-currents and the 
emission from a g-current. 

2 The operations in multiplicative renormalisation 

We will in this subsection exhibit the way one can rearrange the propagator 
equations by means of a multiplicative renormalisation scheme. One basic 
assumption for what we are going to do is that we already have performed 
mass renormalisation for the photon (gluon) propagator. We have seen 
that within QED this is trivially possible by making explicit use of gauge 
invariance and current conservation for the photon propagator in Eq. 
(4.48), and there is a correspondence in QeD. 

We will start with the result in Eq. (4.48) and note that we may rearrange 
it in the following way: 

- 1 1 
aD= ~ 
u (q2 + ie) {[1/au + pl(_,u2)] + [pl(q2) - pl(_,u2)]} 

A 1 1 
aD = ~ 

jl jl (q2 + ie) {1/ajl + pl(q2,,u2)} 

A 1 1 
Djl = (q2 + ie) {1 + ajlpl(q2, ,u2)} (4.49) 

with 

1 1 _I 2 
-=-+p(-,u) 
ajl au 
A -1 -
Djl = Z3,jl2D 

Z3,jl2aU = ajl (4.50) 

AI 2 2 2 2 1 daO'(a) 
p (q ,,u ) = (q +,u) 2 ( + 2)( 2' ) 

4M a ,u a - q - le 

O'(l)(a) = ~ J 1 - 4M2 (1 + 2m2) 
3n a a 

In Eq. (4.49) we have item by item rearranged the unrenormalised quan
tities au, D, pl(q2) so that only the renormalised correspondences (defined 
at the effective frequency q2 = _,u2) ajl,Djl,pl(q2,,u2) occur. In the last line 
of Eq. (4.50) we have written out the lowest-order approximation to the 
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weight function (J occurring in the Kiillen-Lehmann representation for the 
polarisation function (cf. Eq. (4.30)). 

What we have achieved by these operations can be formulated in the 
following way: 

R1 We have introduced a coupling constant rx/1' renormalised at the scale 
Jl2, by multiplying the unrenormalised coupling constant rxu by the 
quantity Z3,/12, which is formally defined by 

Z3,/12 = 1- rx/1p'(-Jl2) (4.51) 

R2 We have introduced a propagator D/1 renormalised at the scale Jl2, 
by multiplying the (unrenormalised) photon propagator jj by the 
inverse quantity Z3\' This is equivalent to exchanging the unrenor-

,/1 

malised photon-field operator for a new scaled operator, A~2), the 
renormalised photon operator: 

(4.52) 

Note that the 'size' of a field operator is not observable. The only 
requirement is that the propagator, i.e. the expectation value of the 
square of the field operator in the vacuum state, should correspond 
to the contribution from a single massless quantum at the renormal
isation scale q2 = _Jl2. 

R3 We have defined all the new renormalised quantities by a subtraction 
at the arbitrary (negative) value q2 = _Jl2. We could, of course, also 
have done it at Jl2 = 0 or any other value q2 < 4M2 such that our 
integrals converge. If we make the exchange Jl2 ---+ JlT we can again do 

all the changes in the same way and obtain a new set, rx/1l'A~i),Z3'/1i' 
which is related to the old one by the same equations. The fact 
that we may do repeated changes of scale JlT ---+ Jl~ ---+ ..• ---+ Jl~ 
and still end up with the same Jl~-dependent renormalised quantities 
means that there is a group character to the procedure, that of the 
renormalisation group. 

R4 In particular, if we chose to define rx at the point Jl2 = 0 we would 
find for the fine structure constant the well-known value rx == rx(O) '" 
1/137, which is observed for static interactions. It is of interest to 
note that at LEP with a (cms-)energy value of the annihilating e+ e--
pair'" 90 GeV one obtains an effective coupling rx(90) ~ 1/128. This 
is in accordance with this finite renormalisation group prediction of 
a change in rx of 0 ---+ 90 Gey. 
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In this way we have exhibited in some detail the procedure for redefining 
the photon field, the photon propagator and the coupling constant in QED. 
Both within QED and QCD there are other undefined quantities and also 
other integrals which need a redefinition in the same way as the photon 
operator in Eq. (4.52). In particular the fermion operators will need a 
renormalisation such that 1p(u) ~ Z;1{21p(1l2), with the conventional wave 

,11 

function renormalisation constant Z2,,2. The quantity Z2-1{2 is defined at 
'i"'" ,11 

the same effective frequency q2 = _j12 as that of the photon, Z3,1l2, and in 

this way the renormalised operator 1p(1l2) will describe a single quantum 
at this frequency. There is finally the vertex renormalisation constant, 
conventionally called Zl,1l2, which corresponds to a renormalisation r(u) ~ 

Zl,1l2r1l2 of every Feynman graph vertex, so that r ll2 = 1 for the particular 
momentum transfer q2 = _j12 at the vertex. 

One essential result in QED, which also has a correspondence in QCD, 
is called the Ward identity: Z 1,112 = Z2,1l2. This relation stems from the 
current conservation and gauge invariance properties of the theory. The 
consequence is that for every vertex in QED for which two fermion op
erators and one photon operator are connected, one obtains the rescaling 
factor Z~1/2(Z;1/2)2. At the same time the vertex itself provides the 

rescaling Zl and the coupling constant the rescaling zi/2 according to 
the third line in Eq. (4.50). In this way we obtain the result that at every 
vertex there is a renormalised contribution Z~1/2(Z;1/2)2Z1Zi/2 == 1. The 
result is that all the Feynman diagrams in the theory will have the same form 
of expression as before but now in terms of renormalised propagators and 
charges. And now everything is finite (although j12-dependent)! 

Thus the result is that if we consider a scattering situation or a multipar
ticle production diagram in QED containing ny in- or out-going photons 
and nip in- or out-going Dirac particles, which in the unrenormalised form 
looks like 

(4.53) 

it will after renormalisation look like (note that the 'external' renormali
sations are not cancelled!) 

(4.54) 

While the quantity in Eq. (4.53) is independent of the renormalisation 
point, the one in Eq. (4.54) will contain a j1-dependence both in the 
scaled out Z -factors, in the renormalised coupling constant and in all 
the renormalised propagators. We will not in this book go into further 
details of the renormalisation process because we do not need it here. The 
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formalism can be found in any field theory text-book and does not provide 
much more physical insight than the results we have already encountered. 

4.6 The Callan-Symanzik equations for the renormalisation group 

1 The equations and what they imply for QCD 

There is evidently nothing sacred about the particular value f.1, we have 
chosen in connection with the renormalisation procedure described in the 
last section. The quantity f.1, can be varied at will (within the region of no 
singularities). Therefore we can formulate the dependence upon f.1, easily. 
The unrenormalised function F in Eq. (4.53) is independent of f.1,: 

dF(U) 
f.1,- = 0 (4.55) 

df.1, 

If we rewrite this in terms of the renormalised function we obtain imme
diately a partial differential equation: 

with 

(II~ + {3~ - nyYy __ n1pY1p) F = 0 
r 8f.1, 8rx 2 2 (4.56) 

8rx 
{3 = f.1, 8f.1,' (4.57) 

In the partial differentiations of Eq. (4.57) the unrenormalised coupling 
constant rxu and any cutoff parameters used in order to make the integrals 
finite should be kept fixed. Equation (4.56) is the Callan-Symanzik equation, 
[108] and it connects different possible renormalisation points (note that as 
it may contain several related functions it may be of a matrix character). 
The {3-function in Eq. (4.57) for QED is thus, in the lowest order of 
perturbation theory, given by differentiating the following expression (cf. 
the first line of Eq. (4.50)), 

(4.58) 

with 

p/(_f.1,2) = ~ rA2 )1- 4M2 (1- 2M2) ~ 
3n J4M2 a a a + f.1,2 

::::: ~ log (A2) 
3n f.1,2 

(4.59) 

where we have assumed that 4M2 ~ f.1,2 ~ A2 so that we may neglect 
all the dependence upon the finite-mass parameters and only keep the 
logarithmic singularity of the integral. 
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It is then easy to see that 

Renormalisation 

13 (1) _ 2ct2 

QED - 3n (4.60) 

In general it is evident that in the limit in which we only keep the 
(logarithmically) divergent terms then all the functions 13 and y, defined in 
Eq. (4.55), are solely functions of the renormalised coupling constant. 

The f3-function in QCD can also be calculated and one obtains to the 
same order as in Eq. (4.60) the result, [68], 

13 (1) = _ct2 (g _ nf) 
QCD 4n 6n (4.61) 

We note the different signs in front of the squared coupling constants for 
QED and for QCD (at least as long as there are less than 16 flavors!). 

We will end this subsection by solving the Callan-Symanzik equations 
for the two cases of QED and QCD. We will use the following notation 
for the 13- and y-functions: 

f3QED = bect2, 

Ye(ct) = dect, 

f3QCD = -bect2 

yc(ct) = dect 
(4.62) 

where be, be are positive numbers. The choice for y, that it is linear in 
ct, is the case we are going to use in Chapter 19 when we encounter the 
following Callan-Symanzik equation: 

(J-l :J-l + 13 :ct - y) F(log(Q2 / J-l2), ct) = 0 (4.63) 

We here assume that the distribution F depends (logarithmically) upon 
a single scaled Lorentz invariant variable Q2 / J-l2 and upon the coupling 
constant ct and we neglect all other dimensional scales in the problem, such 
as e.g. mass thresholds etc. (cf. [102] where possible observables stemming 
from the contributions from the mass thresholds are given). 

The variable q2 we used before for the propagators is related to the 
variable Q2 = _q2, i.e. we assume that the (Lorentz-invariant) function 
F = F(q) is taken for large spacelike energy-momentum vectors. 

The Callan-Symanzik equations are linear partial differential equations 
of a kind which occurs very often both in physics and in other disciplines. 
They are usually called gain-loss equations. They correspond to situations 
when a distribution changes in 'time', which here corresponds to 

t = 10gJ-l, (4.64) 

by a gain term, in this case y times the value of the distribution, and by 
a loss term, in this case 13 times the derivative of the distribution with 
respect to some variable, here the coupling constant ct. 
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As an example, taken from Coleman's Erice Lectures, [45], assume that 
the distribution F corresponds to the density of a population of bacteria 
moving with a fluid along a pipe. The fluid has velocity f3(rx) with rx a 
position coordinate along the pipe. As they move along there is a changing 
illumination y, which determines their rate of reproduction. 

We will later consider another example corresponding to the increase in 
gluon multiplicity and phase space size due to the change in the resolution 
scale of a parton cascade, cf. Chapter 18. There is a very simple way, called 
the method of rays, by means of which we can solve this kind of equation. 

We start by noting that if we define the effective coupling constant, rxejJ, 
by means of the equation 

drxejJ - f3( ) - rxejJ 
dt 

(4.65) 

in terms of the variable tin Eq. (4.64) then Eq. (4.63) becomes 

(:t -y(rxejJ)) F(LQ -2t, rxejJ(t)) = 0 (4.66) 

We have then used the notation LQ = log Q2 and rearranged the depen
dence upon rx into a dependence upon the effective coupling constant. The 
earlier partial differential equation is in this way changed into an ordinary 
differential equation with at-dependent rx == rxejJ. 

This means that the quantity Y; is a constant 

(4.67) 

along all 'rays'; those correspond to the solutions for Eq. (4.65). 
For QCD and QED we may construct these rays from Eq. (4.62): 

1 1 
rxejJ,QED = _ b t' rxejJ,QCD = + b t (4.68) 

~ e ~ c 

where ce, Cc are constants. The main property is that independently of the 
value of the constant Cc if we choose the scale /1 = exp t sufficiently large 
then for QCD the effective coupling constant will vanish but for QED the 
effective coupling will instead increase with /1 (cf. the result in connection 
with the LEP experiments in remark R4 above). 

This means that the exponential factor in Eq. (4.67) is for QCD given 
by (introducing the expression for y(rxejJ(t)) from Eq. (4.62)) 

exp [- jt dt'y(rxejJ(t'))] = (cc + bct)-dclbc == [rxejJQCD(t)]dclbc (4.69) 

and for QED with obvious changes there is a corresponding result. 
Now, let us assume that we would like to know the function F for some 

scale corresponding to /11, where the coupling constant is rx1. From Eq. 
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(4.67) we may then immediately write for the QCD case 

F(1og(Q2 / Jlt, ocd(ocdde / be 

= F(1og(Q2 / Jl2), oceff,Qcv(t)) [OCeff,QCV(t)] dc/be (4.70) 

In particular there is nothing to stop us from choosing the scale t = LQ/2. 
From this we conclude that 

Q2l~tp-+oo {F(1og(Q2 / Jlt, oct}} 

~ Q\ll1;oo {F( 0, .'lTQCD (LQ /2» [.'ff'QC~; LQ /2) rdb
, } (4.71) 

As the effective coupling constant for QCD vanishes in this limit we may 
write in the second line F(O, oceff,Qcv(LQ/2)) ~ F(O, 0). Thus we have found 
a simple and powerful way to calculate the limiting behaviour of F as just 
a power in the coupling constant times a number F(O,O) corresponding 
to the behaviour of the function F for a free-field theory, for which the 
coupling constant is O! 

2 The running coupling constant of QeD 

The above procedure does not work at all for QED, nor as a matter 
of fact for any other kind of theory known to date besides nonabelian 
gauge theories. The positive-definiteness of the weight function in the 
Kallen-Lehmann representation of the polarisation function results for 
other theories in a positive value of the J3-function, which means that the 
effective coupling increases with the scale. 

The J3-function may evidently turn over to negative values again for 
larger-order terms in the perturbation series (although this would mean 
that the theory contains states which effectively provide a negative phase 
space contribution according to the Kallen-Lehmann representation !). 
Such a behaviour would lead to an attractive fixed point for the coupling 
at the value oc* for which J3(oc*) = O. This means that when the energy 
increases the effective coupling constant will be attached to this value. We 
will, however, not pursue this discussion any further because there is for 
the cases of interest in this book no known example of such behaviour. 

The very fact that the J3-function goes from 0 for oc = 0 to negative 
values for a nonabelian gauge theory like QCD (and it is known to have 
the same behaviour also for the next order in perturbation theory) means 
that there is an attractive fixed point for a vanishing coupling constant. 
And a vanishing coupling constant in principle means a free-field theory. 

In reality, though, we find that the theory is not completely free. There 
are evidently some logarithmic power corrections and we will see in 
Chapter 19 that this means scale-breaking corrections to the parton model. 
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The QCD effective coupling, usually referred to as the running coupling 
of QCD, can be written (with the number of colors Ne = 3) 

as(Q2) 3 

4n 
(4.72) 

by a suitable redefinition of the constant Ce in Eq. (4.69) and the intro
duction of the value for be given above. 

We will end with a simple picture of why the coupling constants in 
QED and QCD behave so differently. We consider an ordinary electric 
charge in the vacuum and note that this will imply that the vacuum will 
be polarised in the way described above. In particular there will be some 
screening of the bare charge, because all the time it will be surrounded 
by a (virtual) cloud of charged particle-antiparticle pairs. These pairs will 
arrange themselves in a dipole-like manner so that viewed from afar we 
will see a diminished charge. 

Now suppose that we send a set of probes towards this (pointlike) 
charge, corresponding to shorter and shorter wavelengths, i.e. we will 
observe the results from larger and larger values of the momentum trans
fer Q2. The probes will evidently come closer and closer to the original 
bare charge and therefore 'see' more and more of it without the charge 
screening. Thus the effective charge will become larger with increasing Q2. 
The main point in this argument is that the virtual pairs can in effect 
move and spread freely around the original charge. But note that the field 
quanta, i.e. the photons, are uncharged so that the charge is pointlike 
inside the virtual cloud of dipole pairs. 

Let us now consider the corresponding situation in QCD. In this case, 
the field itself also contains charge, because the gluons are color-8's. This 
means that any original color charge will be smeared out over the region 
where the field is. A long-wavelength probe will then not be affected, i.e. 
it will see the whole, bare, charge. On the other hand, of course, as always 
in quantum mechanics short-wavelength probes will either 'see' the whole 
charge or nothing. But there will be a decreasing probability of finding the 
charge the smaller the region that is probed. In this way the effective QCD 
charge actually corresponds to a charge multiplied by a 'form factor'. We 
will show in Chapter 18 that the size and the behaviour of the {3-function 
in QCD do in fact correspond to an interval in rapidity space within 
which we can expect modifications of the field. 
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